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JANE SULLIVAN, in The Age of 14 December 2002,
revisited the ‘passionate debate’ raging about the
alleged deterioration of editorial standards in book

publishing. In her article, she mostly quotes editors who
defend their standards, and established authors who express
fears for younger writers. Marketing, it seems, is grabbing
the editorial dollar. The article was apposite to my reflections
on Gail Jones’s first novel, which follows two volumes of
well-received short stories. I would
have said that Black Mirror was the
beneficiary of excellent editing if it
were not for one bathetic error. In this
Western Australian novel, which moves
frequently to Paris and back, swans and
their feathers play an iconic role, some-
times rendered into French. It’s just that
the French for swan is cygne, not cynge,
as this text repeatedly has it. Not a terri-
bly serious slip, really, except that
cynge would be pronounced singe —
French for monkey.

Having got that out of the way, I can
say that I find this an alluring example of
the retrospective novel, one that uses
the device of a biographer’s interviews
with her subject to prod the reconstruc-
tion of memories. It is retrospective not simply because it
ranges over the greater part of the twentieth century, but
because it consists almost exclusively of two long backward
looks. The subject, Victoria, is urged by Anna, the biogra-
pher, to recall her childhood in a gold-mining town in Western
Australia (Kalgoorlie?) and her flight in the 1930s, as a young
artist, to Paris, where she finds herself caught up in a surreal-
ist circle of painters and writers (Marcel Duchamp, André
Breton, Max Ernst, even Salvador Dalí). Anna herself is im-
pelled by both Victoria and the challenges of biography to
recall her own youth in the same town, sixty years later.

The stories of the two women are pieced together through
a series of binary oppositions: Australia and Europe; the
artist and the writer; older woman and younger; the hunter (of
information) and the prey who yields it; rich/poor, bad/good
fathers (Victoria’s largely absent papa was one of the bosses
of the mine in which Anna’s beloved father daily toiled); the
Swan River and the Seine; and, stylistically, a number of static
but vivid images hung like pictures along the linear tunnels of
memory. Anna captures her own figure ‘as a painter might see

it … in a modernist composition’, shaking raindrops off an
umbrella as she waits for Victoria’s door to open. Victoria, on
the other hand, views her own life as a still-unspooling movie,
even though she will soon die. Her death is one of the few
immediate events in the novel, as is Anna’s passionate,
doomed affair with a married Jamaican called Winston. His
story is the most important of the parallels, as distinct from
oppositions, that make the hazy present more visible. Anna
will have to yield Winston to his wife and child in Jamaica,
just as Victoria lost her Jewish lover Jules to — what? —
the Nazis, the Resistance, or a heart attack? Neither woman
knows exactly what happens after separation; both sustain
loss, both are childless.

The combination of two stories about growing up in
(putative) Kalgoorlie provides contrasting and very realistic
insights into the social fabric of a mining town. Anna’s father,
deserted by his wife, is constantly busy with chores that ‘do
not need to be explained’. Anna lives with him in a weather-

board and corrugated iron miner’s cot-
tage. Jones’s writing is palpably vivid
when describing Anna’s experiences of
being dinked on her father’s bike, going
rabbiting with him, peeling back the fur
from the body of the corpses ‘like a glove,
inside out’. Victoria’s house was a
mansion, with servants and a Daimler,
but her family background was more
convoluted and sordid than Anna’s.
Tragedy struck when her widowed
father took up with the Aboriginal
nursemaid, Lily-white, only for Victoria’s
monstrous brother Henry to gouge out
the woman’s eye with a stick. Jones
avoids the banality of coincidence be-
tween the two women, even though
Anna longs for it. When it turns out that

Victoria gave birth to an illegitimate child who was spirited
away, she has reason to believe it might be her own lost
mother. But such an outcome would be the stuff of romance.
And not even the images that stud this story are romantic.
Seen in the eponymous black mirror, they ensure that dark
memories continue to haunt. Anna asks Victoria if she can
bring her a present. ‘An hourglass,’ says Victoria. Anna
discovers that Victoria’s dead mother ‘was an hourglass’, but
for Victoria the object is less a reminder of a wasp waist than
of ‘a shape perpetually emptying’.

The surrealist circle in Paris is equally well-drawn —
posturing, self-indulgent, sporadically brilliant. But the
decades between the end of the war and Victoria’s death are
untouched. Did she die before Anna asked about them?
Are the memories of childhood, love and surrealism more
important to the biographer than the grinding years of solitary
artistic accomplishment that follow? Or should a novel
that happens to be about biography work differently from
the current plethora of unashamedly factional biographies?
This novel certainly does, to its considerable credit.
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